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INTRODUCTION

In our daily life no one questions the necessity of privacy 
protection. Nevertheless, our privacy is often put at risk. 

-

privacy is extended 

-

Security attacks are usually split into active and passive 

-
thorized access. Unlike active attacks, a passive attack takes 

-

-

BACKGROUND

-

-

PEER ANONYMITY

ano-
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Anonymous Communications in Computer Networks

A
General Approaches

Anonymity has been treated differently depending on 
the network characteristics and goals. We believe that the 

-

The

some pairs of participants share a secret bit. Each participant 
calculates the sum of all the bits that he shares, and if he 
wants to transmit, he inverts that result. All the nodes send 

sum of all these transmissions is zero. In cases where one 

will be one. Each participant could share a key of n bits with 
another participant, one bit per round. So, the ith bit of each 
such key will be used in the ith round.

since only one node can transmit in each round. In large net-
works the probability of having more than one node wishing 

will render this mechanism impractical.

scalability problems.

electronic mail users and messages. The main goal for a 

and outgoing messages within a large group of messages by 
delaying or reordering them. In order to do this, encryption 
and padding mechanisms are applied.

a timeout. In cases where the trigger is the arrival of a 

-
sages according to an exponential distribution, which 

users is low, the degree of anonymity is also low.

called cascades, or free route networks, where routes are 

-

Figure 1. Example of DC-net
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